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Efforts taken by the institution to frovirl
counselling and guidance for competition exominations during rhe lasr live
years

CLAIM
MLR Institute of Technology has a holistic environment that guides the students towards ac

hieving their future endeavors. Apart from training and development for placements, the
institution also conducts Career Guidance and Counseling sessions that enable the students to
succeed in competitive examinations like GATE, GRE, TOFEL, GMAT, Upsc etc.

Various counseling programs are conducted to motivate the students to overcome the failures
and be confident to attempt various competition exams. Regular awareness sessions and career
counseling programs are scheduled frequently by invited experts and in-campus faculty for the
benefit ofthe students.

Students will be benefited to make a proper decision in choosing their career and will understand
the challenges and difficulties in professional life. These programs will help the students in
balancing personal and professional life in future. Career counseling helps students to identify
their strengths, talents, weaknesses and opportunities in identi$ring a profession and preparing
themselves to achieve success.

Career counseling programs are tailored to create awareness among the students regarding the
various career paths available after graduation and the different resources, strategies and tips for
acquiring good jobs in different Govemment and Private sectors. Students will be provided the
information about the industry trends and work culture to adjust to the professional life and
accept the trends and update themselves regularly to be on par with the industry standards.

Students will be provided information about various competition exams like GATE,IES,et. in
providing jobs in different public sector companies like BSNL,power GTid,HAL,ISRO etc.
Students will be provided information about different online resources and strategies to be
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planned to achieve success in different competition exams, The importance of working in public

sector companies and Core sector industries will be provided to the students to motivate them to

acquire bestjobs in different sectors.

Career counseling makes the students to understand different work values and the relationship to

be maintained with different co-workers in the organization for their future prospects.
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